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Market overview
The S&P/TSX 60 returned 5.6% during the period, ending 2016
with positive returns in each respective quarter.

Valeant Pharmaceuticals detracted the most from the Index, and
was the poorest performer the quarter.

The Canadian economy ended the year on a positive note, with
stable economic data in the form of jobs, inflation and GDP
growth. Markets rallied after the surprise outcome of the U.S.
election, as investors focused on president-elect Donald Trump’s
pro-growth policies involving fiscal stimulus, tax cuts and
decreased regulation. The U.S. Federal Reserve raised its key
interest rate at its December meeting, in light of strong economic
data. Increased growth and inflation expectations saw U.S. dollar
strength and U.S. bond yield appreciation, while the price of gold
fell, and volatility was subdued. The oil price also found support
from an agreement between OPEC and non-OPEC countries to
reduce production, and ended the year at ~US$54 a barrel.

Fund overview

Sector breadth was mixed, with five of the ten sectors posting
positive returns. Financials (+12.7%) and Energy (+6.8%) were
the top performers, while Health Care (-39.5%) and Materials
(-6.2%) lagged.

The Fund returned 5.3%, performing relatively in-line with the
index.

In Financials, insurance companies and banks benefitted from
higher yield expectations. Manulife Financial (+30.2%) was the
top performer within the sector, followed by Sun Life Financial
(+21.7%). Brookfield Asset Management (-3.6%) lagged slightly
due to its more defensive business model.
The Energy sector was lifted by higher oil prices and
expectations of increased demand driven by strong Chinese
PMIs. Cameco Corporation (+26.2%) was the top performer in
the sector during the period, benefitting from higher uranium
sales. ARX Resources (-2%) was down through the quarter due
to weaker than expected cashflows.
In Health Care, embattled Valeant Pharmaceuticals (-39.5%)
continued to drag down the sector, as fresh concerns over the
company’s operations led to management decreasing their
guidance for 2017.
Performance of stocks in Materials was bifurcated, as base
metals stocks outperformed, while precious metals stocks
lagged. First Quantum Minerals (+22.9%) was the top performer
in the sector, supported by strong copper production guidance.
Yamana Gold (-32.9%) lagged as macroeconomic headwinds
and a weaker gold price hurt the stock.
Toronto-Dominion Bank (+14.8%) was the top contributor to the
Index while the top performer in the Index was Manulife
Financial, both supported by the macroeconomic backdrop
favouring higher yields.
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The Fund benefitted from strong stock selection during the
quarter, particularly within Materials and Consumer Staples,
which easily offset detraction from Real Estate and Financials.
In Materials, the Fund was helped by its positioning in precious
metals stocks. Particularly, avoiding Silver Wheaton Corp (26.6%) and Agnico Eagle Mines (-20.3%) helped the Fund, as
did holding Agrium Inc. (+14.6%). Value was lost from not owning
any base metals stocks.
Within Consumer Staples, an underweight allocation to Canadian
stocks such as Alimentation Couche-Tard (-4.1%) and Metro Inc.
(-6.5%), which suffered from slimmer fuel margins and a slowing
food price inflation trend, respectively, added value to the Fund.
In Real Estate, RioCan REIT (-0.9%) was the primary detractor of
value as the sector was hurt by an increasing yield environment.
In Financials, value add from owning CI Financial Corp.
(+15.8%), which was helped by improved sales and steady
performance, and from avoiding Brookfield Asset Management (3.6%) was not enough to offset detraction from being
underweight insurance stocks such as Manulife Financial.
The Fund’s exposure to dividend paying U.S. equities averaged
(+18.0%) over the quarter and continues to provide the Fund with
additional sector diversification and reduced volatility. Top
performing U.S. stocks in the Fund included Altria Group Inc.
(+9.7%) and McDonalds Corporation (+8.7%).
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Outlook
Global markets displayed resiliency and finished at higher levels,
despite facing numerous uncertainties throughout 2016.
Examples of these include heightened emerging market and
corporate credit risk at the beginning of the year, brought on by
low commodity prices, and non-consensus voter results from the
United Kingdom (Brexit) and the U.S. election. Globally,
government and central bank reaction to these events and others
in past years have been impressive, and serves to provide a
clear signal to investors their commitment to support a continued
global recovery and meet future challenges as they arise. This
accommodative approach has helped the U.S. economy to
continue with its recovery, evidenced by improvement in labor
conditions, consumer spending and more recently manufacturing
activity.
Moving forward, we anticipate more challenges as the global
economy continues to recover, which will be reflected by periods
of elevated volatility as markets adjust to uncertainties such as
new U.S. leadership and economic policies. The backdrop should
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continue to be favourable for equities. However, the era of
quantitative easing appears to have ended, driven by better
global growth and the increased likelihood of rate hikes. The
Fund is well positioned to benefit in this type of environment as it
remains squarely focused on its primary investment objectives,
offering an attractive and growing dividend, maintaining a lower
risk profile and providing an opportunity for capital appreciation.

The commentaries contained herein are provided as a general source of information based on information available as of December 31, 2016 and should not
be considered as personal investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy and/or sell securities. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in these
commentaries at the time of publication; however, accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Market conditions may change and the manager accepts no responsibility
for individual investment decisions arising from the use of or reliance on the information contained herein. References to specific securities are presented to
illustrate the application of our investment philosophy only and are not to be considered recommendations by AGF Investments. The specific securities identified
and described in this commentary do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for the portfolio, and it should not be assumed that
investments in the securities identified were or will be profitable.
The payment of distributions should not be confused with a fund’s performance, rate of return or yield. If distributions paid by the fund are greater than the
performance of the fund, your original investment will shrink. Distributions paid as a result of capital gains realized by a fund, and income and dividends earned
by a fund, are taxable in your hands in the year they are paid. Your adjusted cost base will be reduced by the amount of any returns of capital. If your adjusted
cost base falls below zero, you will have to pay capital gains tax on the amount below zero.
The targeted annual distribution is based on the Fund’s or Portfolio’s previous year-end net asset value and is subject to change. Monthly distributions on Series
T and Series V shares may generally be a return of capital so long as there is sufficient capital attributable to the relevant series. Your adjusted cost base will be
reduced by the amount of any returns of capital. If your adjusted cost base falls below zero, you will have to pay capital gains tax on the amount below zero.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus before
investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in share and/or unit value and reinvestment of all
dividends and/or distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that
would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed; their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The information
contained herein is designed to provide you with general information related to investment alternatives and strategies and is not intended to be comprehensive
investment advice applicable to the circumstances of the individual. We strongly recommend that you consult with a financial advisor prior to making any investment
decisions.
First publication date: January 31, 2017

